DVS Ember-Glo ™
Cheat Sheet
The DVS EG GSR2 has several new features and characteristics that require special attention during installation and set-up.
Refer to the owner’s manual for full details.

Pilot Warnings
Installing batteries in the battery holder or connecting the appliance to power may automatically initiate the CPI pilot mode,
resulting in a lit pilot flame. Do not place combustibles in the firebox.
Side View

Leveling the Insert
Leveling the unit is now done without getting into the firebox.

Ember-Glo Lights
This heater has been updated to include the Ember-Glo lights. After detailing the insert, make
sure to adjust the built-in rheostat to the correct position before installing the face. The remote
then controls the Ember-Glo lights (they will turn on and off with the system).
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Setup of Ember-Glo
Scan this code with a QR reader on your cell phone to watch a video of the setup.

If using LP (Propane)
A conversion kit is required if using propane with this heater (sku 94400999 –
Stepper Motor Kit).

http://vimeo.com/289322734

Surround Panels



Older 1-piece surround panels (96100324, 96100318) will work on this unit using the brackets
included with the older panels.
New panels will mount to the insert with no additional brackets needed.

1/4" Nutdriver

Firebacks Installation
Firebacks can be installed without removing the burner. There are (2) burner side covers that do need
to be removed and are only held in place with 1 screw each (there is a keyhole slot in the cover so the
screw does not need to be removed, only loosened (see manual for details).

Choice of logs
Logs must be ordered separately.
Traditional Oak - sku# 94500957

Birch - sku# 94500956

Driftwood - sku# 94500953

Profile Faces
There are new profile faces for the DVS EG (95300406, 95300407, 95300409) HOWEVER, the previous style Profile
faces (95300401, 95300403, 95300405) can still be used with this unit. If using one of the previous style faces
discard the upper convection deflector and the lower glass cover.

2 Convection Deflectors Ship with Unit
Both standard and extended convection deflectors ship with the
unit.
 Arched faces use the extended deflector
 All others faces use the standard deflector.
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